We have developed self-assembled DNA mini-circles that contain a G-quadruplex-forming sequence from the c-Myc oncogene promoter and demonstrate by FRET that the G-quadruplex unfolding kinetics are 10-fold slower than for the simpler 24-mer G-quadruplex that is commonly used for FRET experiments.

In the presence of monovalent cations such as Na⁺ and K⁺, guanine-rich sequences of DNA can fold into quadruply-stranded helical structures known as G-quadruplexes. The sequences that give rise to these structures are prevalent in genomic DNA, and there is experimental evidence for a role of G-quadruplexes in the regulation of gene expression, translation, telomere-end maintenance, recombination and replication.1–5 In vitro biophysical and spectroscopic studies of G-quadruplex-forming sequences can contribute significantly to understanding how their intrinsic properties relate to their diverse biological functions. Such studies include characterization by UV/VIs and circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopies, fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) studies, NMR spectroscopy, surface plasmon resonance (SPR) and calorimetric techniques. However, such studies are normally carried out using short oligonucleotides as models for the sequences of interest (Fig. 1c; G4-24-mer). This is a fundamental problem since, in cells, G-quadruplex DNA motifs are not isolated short oligos, but are flanked by long stretches of duplex DNA, and packed in the genome. This restricts the topology of the G-quadruplex containing DNA motifs and generally leads to supercoiled DNA conformations. In particular, during folding of naturally occurring G-quadruplexes, their 5'- and 3'-ends would have fewer degrees of freedom compared to short single-stranded oligos that are currently used for in vitro model studies. Thus, these short DNA sequences can fold into several different G-quadruplex topologies that might not be biologically relevant.6 At present, it is unclear to what extent G-quadruplex formation is affected by flanking DNA and topological restrictions. Therefore, there is a need for novel models of G-quadruplexes that are more representative of the native cellular environment (e.g. where additional restrictions are imposed on the 3’ and 5’ ends of

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of systems under study. (a) DNA mini-circles assembled from 1T, 2T, 3C and 4C single stranded oligos (see Table S1 in the ESI† for details of the sequences). 1T contains the G-quadruplex forming sequence Myc-2345. (b) For FRET studies 3C and 4C strands were labelled with FAM and TAMRA respectively. G-quadruplex unfolding can be studied by its hybridisation to complementary strand 5C leading to decrease in FRET. (c) G-quadruplex folded from a 24-mer (referred to as G4-24-mer; left); linearised half mini-circle (referred to as L-mini-circle; right).
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the G-quadruplex). Recently, several strategies have been reported to address the above issues. For example, G-quadruplexes have been embedded in frameworks of larger oligonucleotides, such as DNA origami, or their ends have been mechanically constrained by attaching them to beads for studies using optical and magnetic tweezers. However, these models are not readily accessible, or amenable for developing high-throughput screening systems. Here we present self-assembled DNA mini-circles (Fig. 1a and b) as novel tools to study G-quadruplex unfolding kinetics. This system constrains the 5′ and 3′ ends of the G-quadruplex forming sequence to more closely resemble their in vivo environment, can be optically labelled for high-throughput FRET studies, and can be readily assembled from five short oligonucleotides. To validate our new model, we have compared the unfolding kinetics of G-quadruplexes in these mini-circles with a simple 24-mer G-quadruplex (G4-24-mer) typically used for FRET melting experiments (Fig. 1c; see Table S1 for sequences, ESI†) as well as with a linearised version of the mini-circle (L-mini-circle, Fig. 1c; see Table S1 for sequences, ESI†).

A number of previous studies have shown that DNA mini-circles can be assembled from short oligonucleotides and that they can be used to study the topological properties of nucleic acids. For our studies we chose a well characterised G-quadruplex DNA structure from the promoter of c-Myc, namely the four G-tract sequence Myc-2345 (see 1T sequence in Table S1, ESI†). Previous studies have shown that this sequence can form stable G-quadruplexes under physiological conditions and it has been proposed that they play an important role in gene regulation.

The mini-circles containing c-Myc-2345 were assembled by annealing the four single-stranded DNA oligonucleotides 1T, 2T, 3C and 4C as shown in Fig. 1. To facilitate FRET studies, donor (FAM) and acceptor (TAMRA) fluorophores were positioned at the 3′ end of the 3C sequence and at the 5′ end of the 4C sequence respectively (see Table S1 in the ESI†). Depending on the conformation, G-quadruplex folding would result in a separation between the donor/acceptor fluorophore pair of 11 to 16 bases leading to efficient FRET. On the other hand, when the structure is unfolded, the separation between the fluorophores would be 32 bases (which corresponds to ca. 11 nm), leading to a significant decrease in FRET efficiency which can be readily monitored by fluorescence spectroscopy. Such a design should be optimal to study the unfolding kinetics of the G-quadruplex structure.

The mini-circles were assembled by annealing equimolar amounts of the four strands 1T, 2T, 3C and 4C in the presence of Li⁺ ions (and in the presence of Na⁺ in the case of the FAM/TAMRA labelled mini-circles). Native PAGE of this mixture showed several bands (lane 2 in Fig. S4, ESI†) suggesting the formation of several DNA assemblies, however the desired mini-circles can be readily separated and purified (lane 3 in Fig. S4, ESI†). Despite the lack of ligation, the self-assembled mini-circles were stable thermodynamically, as no aggregation into larger structures was observed even after their storage in NaCl buffer at 4 °C for over three months.

The PAGE-purified mini-circles were studied by atomic force microscopy (AFM) which showed DNA loops with contour lengths in the rather narrow range between ca. 41 and 46 nm (Fig. 2A). This is consistent with the expected length range for the mini-circles schematically depicted in Fig. 1, with a predicted 39 nm contour length for the 116bp of double-stranded DNA (assuming a B-DNA conformation, 0.34 nm per bp), and with an additional, variable and folding-dependent length for the remaining 21 unpaired bases in the construct. For comparison, 137bp (116 + 21bp) of double-stranded B-DNA would yield a contour length of 47 nm. Higher-resolution images (Fig. 2B – see also Fig. S7 in ESI†) allow a tentative estimate of 11–12 turns of the double helix, again consistent with the prediction of 11 turns for 116bp of B-DNA (assuming 10.5bp per turn).

The mini-circles were most straightforwardly prepared and imaged on the AFM substrate in the presence of Ni²⁺ (Fig. 2A and B). This resulted in a variety of mini-circle shapes, including closed rings with a single protrusion – indicative of G-quadruplex formation – and apparently open, horseshoe shapes that on further inspection appeared to be closed by a short segment of ~1 nm height, presumably unfolded single-stranded DNA (Fig. 2A and Fig. S9, ESI†). To allow for a more systematic study of the effect of salts on G-quadruplex formation in the AFM experiments, we used DNA adsorption protocols with cationic polymer, (D) the ‘closed’ conformation immobilised on a mica substrate functionalised with a cationic polymer, (E) the ‘open’ conformation immobilised on a mica substrate functionalised with a cationic polymer, with 100 mM KCl. Insets in A, B, C show higher resolution scans of these conformations, scale bars in all insets are 10 nm. Colour scales (see inset in (A)) for A, B, C and D are; 2 nm, 2 nm, 2.5 nm, 2.5 nm respectively.

Fig. 2 Characterisation of DNA mini-circles by atomic force microscopy in liquid. The topographic images show (A) a mix of mini-circle conformations immobilised on a mica substrate using NiCl₂. (B) high resolution of the mini-circle secondary structure, (C) the ‘open’ mini-circle conformation immobilised without KCl on a mica substrate functionalised with a cationic polymer, (D) the ‘closed’ conformation immobilised on a mica substrate functionalised with a cationic polymer, with 100 mM KCl. Insets in A, B, C show higher resolution scans of these conformations, scale bars in all insets are 10 nm. Colour scales (see inset in (A)) for A, B, C and D are; 2 nm, 2 nm, 2.5 nm, 2.5 nm respectively.
The FAM/TAMRA labelled mini-circles were then used to study the unfolding kinetics of the G-quadruplex by FRET. We were first interested in studying the effect of different ions on the kinetic stability of the G-quadruplexes formed in the mini-circles. These experiments were carried out in the presence of a 100-fold excess of a strand (5C – see Table S1, ESI†) that was complementary to the quadruplex-forming sequence Myc-2345, in a Tris-HCl buffer, pH 7.4. In the presence of Li\(^+\), no G-quadruplex structure is expected to form. Fully consistent with this expectation, FRET showed (Fig. 3a) no change in FAM emission after addition of the complementary strand, which suggests that the G-quadruplex forming sequence was already unfolded prior to adding the complementary strand 5C. On the other hand, in the presence of Na\(^+\) ions, a G-quadruplex is expected to form. This was indeed observed via FAM/TAMRA efficient FRET: upon addition of the complementary strand, the G-quadruplex unfolded rapidly, as indicated by the rapid increase and then saturation of the fluorescence signal associated to FAM. This increase in emission can be explained by the loss of FRET between the fluorophores upon unfolding of the G-quadruplex by addition of the complementary strand (Fig. 3b). On the other hand, as expected, K\(^+\) ions stabilised the G-quadruplex: in a solution of 1 mM K\(^+\) and 99 mM Na\(^+\) ions, a slower unfolding was observed with a \(t_D\) of 1408 s (Fig. 3c). This value was obtained from fitting the data to a mono-exponential decay (see ESI† for details). At a higher K\(^+\) concentration, 40 mM K\(^+\) ions (and 60 mM Li\(^+\)), there was no unfolding detected up to 1 h (Fig. 3d). This confirms the high stability of the c-Myc G-quadruplex in the presence of this concentration of K\(^+\) ions.

We then compared the difference (using FRET) in unfolding kinetics between the mini-circles and the G-quadruplex formed with the short oligonucleotide sequence G4-24-mer (Fig. 1c). In addition, we also carried out unfolding kinetic experiments with the linearised half mini-circle, i.e. L-mini-circle (Fig. 1c – see Fig. S10 and S11 for AFM characterisation of this assembly, ESI†). For all these experiments, we used the FAM/TAMRA labelled oligos and 99 mM Na\(^+\)/1 mM K\(^+\) ions Tris-buffered solutions. The exponential decay curves were modelled with a mono-exponential or a bi-exponential function for the mini-circles/L-mini-circles and the G4-24-mer, respectively, to obtain a value of decay constant, \(t_D\) (see ESI† for details). The commonly used G4-24-mer G-quadruplex unfolds far more rapidly (\(t_D = 120 \pm 43\) s) than G-quadruplexes in mini-circles (\(t_D = 1408 \pm 98\) s), clearly demonstrating that the lower degree of conformational freedom one would expect in cells is an important factor to consider for in vitro models. In support of this rationale, the linearised mini-circles, which should have more degrees of freedom than the cyclised mini-circle but less than G4-24-mer, unfold at an intermediate rate between the two (\(t_D = 1182 \pm 84\) s).

Finally, we investigated the effect of the well-known G-quadruplex ligand pyridostatin (PDS)\(^{26}\) on the G-quadruplex unfolding kinetics of the three systems. Addition of a large excess of PDS (40 equivalents) to the three systems stabilised the G-quadruplex to such a high extent that no unfolding could be detected by FRET up to 3600 s. When the excess was reduced to only 5 equivalents, upon addition of the complementary strand 5C, significantly slower unfolding of the G-quadruplex structure was observed in all three systems due to ligand binding (Fig. 4 bottom). The stabilising effect of PDS appeared largest on the G4-24-mer (ca. 10-fold increase in \(t_D\) compared to only ca. 1.4 fold for the mini-circle), as indicated by the slower increase fluorescence over time relative to the control where no PDS was added. This may be due to the less hindered (and topologically more flexible) G-quadruplex structure formed by the short oligo compared to the mini-circle and its linearised analogue. In addition, unlike the mini-circle and L-mini-circle, the G4-24-mer G-quadruplex is not flanked by duplex DNA to which the PDS could bind.

In summary, we have shown that stable self-assembled DNA mini-circles with G-quadruplex motifs can be easily prepared, purified and used in FRET studies. We have evaluated unfolding kinetics of the c-Myc G-quadruplex structure in three different systems and in the presence of different metal cations. These studies have shown that G-quadruplexes assembled from short sequences (such as G4-24-mer), which are used in most biophysical studies to characterize quadruplexes to date, display very different unfolding kinetics compared to a G-quadruplex embedded in a mini-circle. This is important given that native G-quadruplex sequences will be flanked by duplex regions like those present in the mini-circles. As the AFM studies showed (Fig. S10 and S11, ESI†) the linearised version of the mini-circles is far less structured than the mini-circles where the G-quadruplex is clearly part of a more rigid duplex DNA framework (more alike to the environment this structure would be found in genomic DNA). Therefore, the mini-circle assembly provides a better mimic of genomic DNA than the unstructured linearised version. Finally, we have shown that PDS provides kinetic stability to the G-quadruplex embedded within the mini-circles; it is important to highlight that since the G-quadruplex in the mini-circle is embedded in a duplex DNA framework, the conditions under which PDS binds to the G-quadruplex in this system are more alike to what would be encountered in a cellular environment. We therefore propose...
G-quadruplex DNA mini-circles as a new platform to study the interaction of small molecule ligands (and potentially also proteins such as transcription factors) under conditions that are biologically more relevant than the simpler short-oligo G-quadruplexes widely used in most biophysical studies reported to date. We recognise that the self-assembled mini-circles herein reported are nicked and that this might have an effect on the folding/unfolding kinetics of the embedded G-quadruplexes. Therefore, future studies will focus on ligating the mini-circles and studying the effects that the increased rigidity of the assembly has on G-quadruplex formation.
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